On October 3, 2018 Carl Snowden, Convener for the Caucus of African American Leaders sent the following
email to the Anne Arundel County Chief of Police on behalf of Rev. Marguerite Morris, mother of the deceased
Katherine Morris. He wrote:
From: Carl Snowden <carl_snowden@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 3:28 PM
To: Tim altomare; Tim Altomare
Cc: Vickie Gipson; Marguerite Morris; prezaaconaacp@aol.com; rick hutzell
Subject: Clarification
Dear Chief Altomare,
The Capital published an article on October 2, 2018, that quoted Anne Arundel County
spokeswoman Sgt. Jacklin Davis as the source for the following statement, she, "pointed to
subsequent FBI and police investigations after the Chief Medical Examiner's office ruled Katherine
Morris' death a suicide".
As you are aware, Reverend Marguerite Morris the mother of the late Katherine Morris referenced
in that statement has taken issue with an "FBI" investigation having been conducted into her
daughter's death. She has vehemently denied that the FBI did an investigation.
However, I too remember being told by Deputy Chief Jerard Flemings that the FBI had reviewed this
case and had reached certain conclusions that included suicide. However, here is where we need
the Anne Arundel County Police Department's clarification on this matter.
In a letter dated August 29, 2018, in response to a Freedom of Information Act(FOIA) request from
Reverend Morris, David M. Hardy, Section Chief, Record/Information Dissemination Section
Information Management Division wrote:
"Based on the information you provided, we conducted a search of the Central Records System. We
were unable to identify any main file records responsive to your request, and therefore your
request is being administratively closed".
If the FBI is saying no records exists of them conducting an investigation in this matter, please
clarify what Sgt. Davis means about a "subsequent FBI and police investigations"? The Caucus of
African-American Leaders is meeting on Tuesday, October 9, 2018, 6:00 p.m., at the Wiley H. Bates
Legacy Center, 1101 Smithville Street, Annapolis, Maryland. You or a representative is cordially
invited to attend to explain this apparent conflicting information.
If neither you or a representative are available for Tuesday's meeting, we would appreciate a
written response to this inquiry before Tuesday. Transparency coupled with accurate information
to the public must be the hallmark of our police department.
We look forward to your response. Have a great weekend and I hope that you are a representative
are able to join us on Tuesday.
A Luta Continua,
Carl O. Snowden, Convener
Caucus of African-American Leaders
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On October 5, 2018, Tim Altomare, Chief of Anne Arundel County Police Department sent the following
response to Carl Snowden, Convener for the Caucus of African American Leaders. He wrote:
October 5, 2018
Mr. Snowden,
Thank you for providing me an opportunity to provide some clarification on the history
of the multiple investigative additions and reviews conducted on the Katherine Morris death
investigation. In the interest of continued transparency, I would like to share with you the
below timeline of events related to reviews conducted of the Katherine Morris investigation:


May 6, 2012: Katherine Morris was discovered by Mall Security deceased within her
vehicle.



Review of video surveillance: Katherine’s vehicle arrived on May 5, 2012 at 1854 hours
and parked at 1858 hours. Katherine was found deceased at approximately 0530 hours
the next morning. In full disclosure, while downloading the video evidence, Anne
Arundel Community College Security personnel accidently deleted a portion of the
video. Before this occurred however, Chief Gary Lyle of the Anne Arundel Community
College Police Department reviewed the video in its entirety and confirmed that NO
ONE entered or exited Katherine’s vehicle in the time it was parked there prior to her
body being found. Also, a forensic review of Katherine’s cellular phone inside the
vehicle showed messages clearly indicating her suicidal intent.



May 2012: The office of the Chief Medical Examiner officially ruled the cause of
Katherine Morris death as Carbon Monoxide Intoxication with the manner being suicide.



June 2012: Upon hearing concerns brought forward by Reverend Morris, Chief James
Teare directed that the case be reopened. It was assigned to Anne Arundel County
Homicide Detective Vincent Carbonaro. Detective Carbonaro learned from a University
of Maryland College Park Police report that Katherine had attempted suicide in
December 2011. The additional investigation findings were consistent with the prior
finding of suicide.



August 2012, Reverend Morris requested the US Army to conduct an investigation into
Katherine Morris’ husband (Isaac Goodwin) who was stationed overseas at the time of
her death. They confirmed Mr. Goodwin was in Afghanistan at the time of Katherine’s
death.
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March 2013: Chief Larry Tolliver, upon learning of continued concerns held by Reverend
Morris, requested the investigation be reviewed by the Anne Arundel County State’s
Attorney’s Office. That office reviewed our case file and documents provided by
Reverend Morris including military documents. The SAO concluded that while Mr.
Goodwin’s conduct in relation to Katherine was reprehensible, there were no criminal
actions in Anne Arundel County.



November 2013: After taking office and hearing of Reverend Morris’ continued
concerns, Chief Kevin Davis requested that a panel of veteran Prince George’s County
Homicide detectives review the Katherine Morris investigation. In February 2014 they
concluded that Katherine’s death was a suicide.



November, 2013: In the same time frame, again in response to Reverend Morris’
concerns, we requested a retired Montgomery County Homicide detective then
employed as Anne Arundel County Cold Case Analyst to review the investigation. They
determined the findings were consistent and still remained a suicide.



February 2015: County Executive Schuh, State’s Attorney Wes Adams and I met with
Reverend Morris and her family. We heard her concerns and AGAIN re-opened the
investigation. At this time I ordered further forensic examination of items recovered
inside of Katherine’s car.



May 2015: Reverend Morris turned over digital evidence to the Anne Arundel County
Police Department. Reverend Morris believed this evidence showed Katherine’s cellular
phone moving in the hours before her body was found. I directed the data to be
reviewed by a Digital Forensics Lab. An analysis of the data showed that the phone was
maintaining a database of cellular towers surrounding it rather than it moving. The
report from the lab was given to Reverend Morris.



Summer 2015: Again because of Reverend Morris’ concerns, Dr. Aronica-Pollack of the
OCME conducted in depth research into carbon monoxide deaths. She researched 204
CO2 deaths. 20 of these cases were suicides with charcoal grills and 13 of these were in
a car. Reverend Morris provided a list of 22 concerns, including the same digital
evidence provided to AACOPD in May was also turned over to the OCME. Finally, the
doctor re-examined the positioning of Katherine’s body in the car and burns she
suffered. In conducting her research and review, Dr. Aronica-Pollack reached the same
conclusion as the contract Digital Forensics Lab. After her further review, Dr. Aronica
Pollack still concluded the death of Katherine Morris was a suicide.
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It is important to note that the OCME is the entity that determines that cause and
manner of death in Maryland. Dr. Aronica-Pollack concluded, “None of the points
brought to our attention lead us to believe foul play was involved in any way. In fact,
the manner of suicide is supported by the information gathered.”


May 2015: The Anne Arundel County Police Crime Lab prepared a DNA report after the
examination of items recovered from Katherine’s vehicle. DNA testing results that were
sufficient for comparison all matched Katherine’s DNA.



June 17: The Baltimore FBI Office contacted the Anne Arundel County Police after
Reverend Morris requested the Department of Justice review the case. FBI Baltimore
met with Anne Arundel County Police Homicide Unit and was briefed on the
investigation. This briefing included each of the subsequent steps listed above and the
exhaustive work put in by the OCME After this meeting, no further questions were
posed by the FBI.



Fall 2017: In an effort to bring closure to Reverend Morris’ concerns, I requested
Retired Baltimore City Homicide Detective/Sergeant currently serving as our cold case
analyst again review the investigation and findings. After his review was completed he
concluded the death of Katherine was a suicide.

I sincerely hope this information helps to clarify and shed light on efforts made by several
Anne Arundel County Police Chiefs in the years following the untimely death of Ms. Katherine
Morris. The Anne Arundel County Police Department truly empathize with Reverend Morris for
the loss of her daughter and sincerely hope she can someday find closure. Despite exhaustive
efforts spanning 7 years, we are, unfortunately, left to conclude that Katherine’s death was, in
fact, a suicide.

Sincerely,
Timothy Altomare
Chief of Police
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The following is Rev. Marguerite Morris’ response to the letter sent by Police Chief Tim Altomare on
Oct. 5, 2018. It’s lengthy but contains copies of documents substantiating the Morris family’s 6 ½
year claim of the falsification, manipulation and suppression of facts in reports about the death
investigation of Katherine Sarah Morris. This misinformation has been repeatedly and deliberately
put to the public to deter support and harm the character of Rev. Marguerite Morris.
Morris writes: While we appreciate the response but see that once again the AACPD have
chosen to present false, misleading and or manipulated information to debase Rev. Morris’
efforts and those of forensic and investigative experts from around the country. All to avoid
full disclosure of truth and transparency in the mishandling of the death investigation of an
African American woman named Katherine Sarah Morris (Kathy). The primary point and
reason for the forming of C.A.S.T. (Citizen’s Actively Seeking Transparency) is that most
responses and opinions that confirm the police department’s claims are based on persons
solely only reviewing their file. The file that is put together by a biased police department
where facts are suppressed, information omitted and truth manipulated. See the following
professional responses that are factual and not based on emotion or conjecture. This
information is not contained in the police files, even though much of it was passed on to
them. The responses below are also the results of multiple MPIA request to the AACPD, the
OCME, the AAC Community College and the UM Campus Police.
1. Chief Altomare states “May 6, 2012: Katherine
Morris was discovered by Mall Security deceased
within her vehicle. “
Morris’ response: “This statement is true but we
add that Mall Security personnel clearly
admitted to disturbing the scene and in a
videotaped deposition (available on line)
searched the rear and trunk of the car, opened
all four doors, and handled the keys etc.
However, there is no spoilt evidence reported by
AACPD. AACPD report to the public “no
identifiable prints” but internally they write
“There are no prints. No prints found at the scene
on key items the victim would have to have
handled including the sleeping pill bottle
pictured below.
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Below is the internal communication from
AACPD about fingerprints and DNA

Morris’ response: AACPD also state that the
exterior of the car was not fingerprinted because
it was raining, but a recent review of the death
scene photos show dry ground and a dry car.
Morris states that the death scene photos show an
open can of soda and water bottles - none of which
(according to internal reports) are fingerprinted or
checked for DNA.

2. Chief Altomare states “Review of video surveillance:
Katherine’s vehicle arrived on May 5, 2012 at 1854
hours and parked at 1858 hours. Katherine was
found deceased at approximately 0530 hours the
next morning. In full disclosure, while downloading
the video evidence, Anne Arundel Community
College Security personnel accidently deleted a
portion of the video. Before this occurred however,
Chief Gary Lyle of the Anne Arundel Community
College Police Department reviewed the video in its
entirety and confirmed that NO ONE entered or
exited Katherine’s vehicle in the time it was parked
there prior to her body being found.”

Morris’ Response: Chief Lyle is a
27 veteran of the AACPD with a
background
in
special
investigations. His videotaped
deposition is available on line
where he claims repeatedly
under oath that he gave the
AACPD exactly what they asked
for in reference to the footage.
The President of AAC Community
college in an email stated that
they did not know why the footage was missing.
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Morris’ Response: The AACPD for six and a half
years have repeatedly claimed other reasons for
the missing footage as documented in their own
internal memos and other communications.
They claimed for the first year that the video did
not play for compatibility reasons. In 2013 they
changed the story to it not playing because the
video was motion sensitive.
Now they give us a third version about the
missing or altered surveillance tape. The good
news is that we now see that

my claims over

the past 5 ½ years, that the missing

surveillance footage was not because of
motion sensitive cameras has been the
truth! If I knew it, then why didn’t

the police know it after six alleged
reinvestigations? Yet this false
information was repeatedly reported to the FBI,
the NAACP, the States Attorney’s Office, the
OCME and any other agency reviewing the
AACPD file. THEY ALL SAW A LIE OR AS THEY
WOULD PUT IT A MANIPULATION OF THE TRUTH
IN REPORTING BY THE AACPD.
The recorded deposition of Chief Gary Lyle,
clearly tells a different story. That videotaped
deposition is available on the internet on youtube.
Again, this falsified information was
repeatedly claimed by the AACPD as the reason
for all missing May 6, 2012 video surveillance
footage, was presented to the Homicide Panel or
so called Cold Case Review Committee and any
others reviewing the file.
They now want to come with full disclosure
about a manipulated truth and then rely on the
credibility of unverified conflicting statements of
the retried AACPD Officer reporting the info.
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Below is the abbreviated version (heading info removed) of
the internal police communications, that any one including
the FBI, SAO, OCME, Governor’s Office and all other agencies
have seen.

Chief Altomare states “Also, a forensic review of Katherine’s cellular phone inside the
vehicle showed messages clearly indicating her suicidal intent.”
Morris’ Response: There is plenty of data to rebuke this but far too much for this letter.
However, persons of interest, one of whom had a habit of borrowing other persons
phones (If AACPD Officers will recall in the Ramirez case the mistress was using the
soldiers phone to send messages to the wife and to post to social media as if she were
the husband.) In Kathy’s case, the mistress used various aliases on the computer and
also had a habit of borrowing other person’s phones and identities. Above is a
statement from the AACPD that says someone
was seen near Kathy’s car. One of the persons
of interest had a vehicle similar to this one
that is seen pulling away from Kathy’s vehicle
in a twelve minute window of time where the
last communication came from her phone.
That person has a degree in forensics, would
not allow her statement to be recorded and
was never alibied. (All documented and factual)
3. Chief Altomare states “May 2012: The office of the Chief Medical Examiner
officially ruled the cause of Katherine Morris death as Carbon Monoxide Intoxication
with the manner being suicide.”
Morris’ response: The cause of death is not
disputed. It is the manner in which the carbon
monoxide was introduced into Kathy’s system
that is disputed. MPIA responsive documents
show that the suicide ruling by the OCME was
done in less than 48 hours following Kathy’s
death with no investigation by AACPD.
AACPD’s own reports confirm that the M.E.
was predisposed to suicide, only did a partial
autopsy, and never considered any other
possibility.
The OCME did not do an
independent investigation. The OCME relied
on the information provided to them by the
AACPD who in our opinion “played them like
a well-oiled machine”.
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Below is an internal communication between
the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
(OCME) and the AACPD referencing being the
second draft of a letter bringing up the
question. Was it co-authored and therefore a
conflict of interest? The OCME’s opinions are
supposed to be independent.

4. Chief Altomare states “June 2012: Upon hearing concerns brought forward by
Reverend Morris, Chief James Teare directed that the case be reopened. It was assigned
to Anne Arundel County Homicide Detective Vincent Carbonaro.”
Morris’ response: AACPD have failed to explain this internal statement made about a
direct order given to Det. Carbonaro in reference to the alleged reinvestigation.

Morris states that released documents verify that Det. Carbonaro was selective in his
reporting and suppressed any facts that would have been relevant for a non-suicide
finding, and did so on multiple occasions, as you will see in the following.
5. Chief Altomare states “Detective Carbonaro learned from a University of Maryland
College Park Police report that Katherine had attempted suicide in December 2011. The
additional investigation findings were consistent with the prior finding of suicide.”
Morris’ response: This is false. MPIA request were sent to UMC police and released
documents reviewed. Direct phone calls were made to Campus police about their
records related to this claim. It was Rev. Morris who called 911 because she was over
ninety minutes away from the campus requesting a wellness check on her daughter as
a precaution. Her daughter had expressed feeling suicidal the night before, but had not
acted on those feeling. 911 operators in turn contacted campus police who assumed it
was a suicide attempt in progress. Kathy was found sitting by her window, completely
cooperative including voluntarily going with officers in what was standard operating
procedure to be medically evaluated to ensure she was not a danger to herself.
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6. Chief Altomare states “August 2012, Reverend Morris requested the US Army to
conduct an investigation into Katherine Morris’ husband (Isaac Goodwin) who was
stationed overseas at the time of her death. They confirmed Mr. Goodwin was in
Afghanistan at the time of Katherine’s death.”
Morris’ response: May we respectfully remind the AACPD that just like in the death of a
white female named Karyln Ramirez at the hands of a U.S. soldier who convinced his
long time mistress to do his bidding, there was a mistress and another women involved
in this case. Their names are Sgt. Latoya King and Damaris Brown and at the time of
Kathy’s death records show that both of those women lived within 40 minutes of the
UMD campus and had initiated contact with Kathy 72 hours before her death. Both
persons of interest, spent three hours emailing and calling the deceased on the phone.
She finally returns their phone calls. Neither individual was ever alibied. In his 2012
police report Det. Carbonaro chooses to only report a part of these important facts as
seen below.
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Morris’ response: Records show the
mistress Sgt. Latoya King lawyered
up immediately in this case. AACPD
never attempted to question her.
FOI’ed and subpoenaed documents
show that Sgt. King was given a
written direct order from the military
to have no contact with Sgt.
Goodwin. She violated that order
over 60 times in the 30 days
immediately following Kathy’s death.

One page of subpoenaed phone records reflect that Sgt.
Goodwin’s three year military mistress (he was only married to
Kathy for 9 months) violated a written direct order and was
physically with Goodwin when ordered to have no contact.

IN his written report Carbonaro
states that Sgt. King was not
available for questioning omitting
the fact that she had obtained a
lawyer. She is never questioned.
The best friend of Sgt. King was
Damaris Brown conveniently and
coincidentally has a bachelor’s
degree in forensics, drove a vehicle
similar to the one seen pulling away
from the Kathy’s vehicle on the
available surveillance tape; and who
subsequently, (along with her
husband) make statements that they
are told on Sat. May 5, 2012 by a
crying Sgt. Latoya King that Kathy
was dead. Her body is not found until
the morning of May 6, 2012.

Note: Phone records also show that Sgt. Goodwin made a nine second phone call to the
Kathy from Afghanistan on May 4, 2012. He is never questioned about the content of
that call.
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7. Chief Altomare states “March 2013: Chief Larry Tolliver, upon learning of continued
concerns held by Reverend Morris, requested the investigation be reviewed by the Anne
Arundel County State’s Attorney’s Office. That office reviewed our case file and
documents provided by Reverend Morris including military documents. The SAO
concluded that while Mr. Goodwin’s conduct in relation to Katherine was reprehensible,
there were no criminal actions in Anne Arundel County.”
Morris’ response: Quite simply the office reviewed the AACPD’s case file with already
documented misinformation, manipulated information, and where key facts that might
have brought into question the erroneous suicide ruling were suppressed.
8. Chief Altomare states “November 2013: After taking office and hearing of Reverend
Morris’ continued concerns, Chief Kevin Davis requested that a panel of veteran Prince
George’s County Homicide detectives review the Katherine Morris investigation. In
February 2014 they concluded that Katherine’s death was a suicide.”
Morris’ response: A determination after the panel both received and reviewed false
misleading and manipulated information that was presented to them by the AACPD.
Please see photo’s below.
9. Chief Altomare states “November, 2013: In the same time frame, again in response to
Reverend Morris’ concerns, we requested a retired Montgomery County Homicide
detective then employed as Anne Arundel County Cold Case Analyst to review the
investigation. They determined the findings were consistent and still remained a
suicide.”
Morris response: A determination after that person both received and reviewed false
misleading and manipulated information that was presented to them by the AACPD.
Also released MPIA documents contain no reference, no information, no notes or
reporting about any such review. It is not mentioned in any of the released internal
email communications.
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Below are excerpts from an internal memo sent to
Kevin Davis about the homicide panel.

Morris response: According to the
following internal memo, the
homicide panel asked three
questions of the AACPD before
rendering a decision. What they got
were false and or manipulated
responses and anything that might
have inferred anything other than
suicide was not reported to the
panel.
On the first point. From
mid-2013 to mid-2018 the
AACPD reported the
surveillance tape footage
missing because of
the
statement
shown here.
Again, this is what is
communicated to anyone
reading the reports.
As you can see in 2018 they change the story to “In full disclosure, while downloading
the video evidence, Anne Arundel Community College Security personnel accidently
deleted a portion of the video.”
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On the second point the panel
ask.
The AACPD responded

Morris response: Below is how AACPD manipulated and suppressed information
about Kathy’s financial transactions. They report no transaction history. If Mommy
could find it then why couldn’t they? Does it tie back to the order given to Det. Vincent
Carbonaro to not deviate from the suicide finding?
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On the third point the panel ask.

The AACPD responded

Morris response: Please note the
following internal comments made
by the AACPD:
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10. Chief Altomare states “February 2015: County Executive Schuh, State’s Attorney Wes
Adams and I met with Reverend Morris and her family. We heard her concerns and
AGAIN re-opened the investigation. At this time I ordered further forensic examination
of items recovered inside of Katherine’s car. “
Morris’ response: Upon review, the Forensics Biology DNA Report showed that Chief
Altomare’s further forensic examination yielded false and misleading information
about the DNA that was reported to the family and the public. POLICE KNEW THERE
WOULD BE A PROBLEM WITH THE DNA BEFORE IT WAS TESTED.

Below is an AACPD statement containing false DNA findings that would have been reported to others
including the NAACP, FBI and the OCME. When the OCME is asked about the DNA reporting they state
that is not what they do. According to their office the AACPD did the DNA testing and reported it to
others
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The actual DNA Forensics Biology Report.
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11. Chief Altomare states “May 2015: Reverend Morris turned over digital evidence
to the Anne Arundel County Police Department. Reverend Morris believed this evidence
showed Katherine’s cellular phone moving in the hours before her body was found”
Morris’ response: Chief Altomare is mistaken and seems to be down playing what this
was actually about. Perhaps someone reporting to him is misreporting the facts. The
following is a more accurate description. THIS IS LONG BUT NECESSARY TO BRING YOU
THE FACTS. I requested a copy of the cell phone extractions from Kathy’s phone. The
AACPD gave me a PDF file of the extractions. Because of what I viewed as a
misinformation or false statements about the missing surveillance tape footage I had
grown to not trust the AACPD responses. In the interim, a forensics company out of Las
Vegas, named Expert Data Forensics selected the Morris case as free project and
performed the same data extractions as the AACPD police using the same software as
AACPD. Kathy’s electronics were flown to Las Vegas and I flew to Las Vegas where the
company is based. ABC’s 20/20 sent a reporter to Las Vegas to record the findings. With
TV cameras rolling a team of individuals started reviewing records. As the two copies
were compared there was a block of time missing from the AACPD PDF. It was a block
that on the Expert Forensic Data extractions reflected the phone possibly moving and
the records possibly showing movement were deleted. I’M SPEAKING TRUTH TO POWER
SO KEEP FOLLOWING ME PLEASE. The Expert Data Forensics’ Company instructed me to
go back to the AACPD and request from them the “Raw Data” files used to create the
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PDF file they had given me. Reason.

Raw Data files cannot.

The PDF file can be manipulated. The

That request was sent to Chief Altomare in July of 2015

who for two years ignored it. In 2017 an MPIA request finally yielded a claim from the
AACPD that now, the hard drive containing the “Raw Data” files had crashed and those
files were “conveniently unrecoverable.
The below image is the email sent to Chief Altomare
and his staff in 2015 that was not responded to.

12. Chief Altomare states “I directed the data to be reviewed by a Digital Forensics Lab. An
analysis of the data showed that the phone was maintaining a database of cellular
towers surrounding it rather than it moving. The report from the lab was given to
Reverend Morris. “
Morris’ response: In addition, if you review the report and note below, you can see it is
not from “a” Digital Forensics Lab”, but from their Digital Forensics Lab detectives.
More importantly, it cannot definitively state where Kathy’s phone was at all times on
the night of May 5, 2012. It does not address the GPS location records that were deleted.
It only talks about the phone storing locations. This is another manipulated response.
Below is an internal
communication
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Morris’ response: I have not received any
report from a “Digital Forensics Lab”.
What I have received is an AACPD CID
Supplemental Report signed by an
Officer Poole and Det. Seegers.
Therefore that report is one prepared by
the AACPD themselves and shown here.
In addition, while the report talks about
the phone housing records this report
does not address nor explain away the
GPS extracted files that showed up as
deleted from the AACPD’s PDF file given
to the Morris family. Those files showed
Kathy’s cell phone possibly away from
the Arundel Mills Mall, at times
throughout the evening on the night of
her death.

*Note 1: This report also contains another
documented untruth about what was on the
thumb drive provided by Morris. See the
third paragraph. The truth is reflected in the
photos below.

**Note 2 Rev. Morris was given a letter from
a cell tower expert that refutes the AACPD
statement. See page 23 for the letter.
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IN THE REPORT AACPD REFERENCES HOW THE
DOWNLOADED GPS SETTINGS DO NOT
REFLECT WHERE THE PHONE IS LOCATED.
However, in contradiction to what the report
says on page 1 and 2, on page 3, THE AACPD
REPORT CITES THAT AT A PARTICULAR TIME
THE PHONE WAS AT A SPECIFIC LOCATION
THAT IS ACCORDING TO THE PHONES
INTERNAL GPS DATA. It’s right there in black
and white. THE REPORT CONTRADICTS IT SELF
– SO WHERE DOES THE TRUTH LIE. Are me
missing something?
Note: In testing random GPS locations at known
points of time prior to and following Kathy’s
death, the phone locations identified were
accurate.

Morris’ response: I reached out via phone to a Ben Lemere of the Berla Corp (digital
forensics) for assistance and for some reason he reported my inquiry back to the AACPD.
That communication elicited the following internal comments where the “AACPD officer
was calling back the receptionist I spoke with “for the details of the conversation.”. But
why? Pictured below is the officer’s actual statement.

Morris writes that just as a side note, in 2015 the message below was sent by from the
Interim Chief of Police to the head of their Criminal Investigation Division (Alban)
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To illustrate the untruth contained in the report on page 20 see below.
The AACPD officer states:

The truth reported by Morris is the following:

Actual PNY
Thumb Drive
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The Morris family team consist of a
certified cell tower expert based out
of Virginia who submitted the
following 2 page letter
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Page 2 of Professional Digital Forensic Consulting

13. Chief Altomare states “Summer 2015: Again because of Reverend Morris’ concerns, Dr.
Aronica-Pollack of the OCME conducted in depth research into carbon monoxide deaths.
She researched 204 CO2 deaths. 20 of these cases were suicides with charcoal grills and
13 of these were in a car. Reverend Morris provided a list of 22 concerns, including the
same digital evidence provided to AACOPD in May was also turned over to the OCME.
Finally, the doctor re-examined the positioning of Katherine’s body in the car and burns
she suffered. In conducting her research and review, Dr. Aronica-Pollack reached the
same conclusion as the contract Digital Forensics Lab. After her further review, Dr.
Aronica Pollack still concluded the death of Katherine Morris was a suicide.”
It is important to note that the OCME is the entity that determines that cause and
manner of death in Maryland. Dr. Aronica-Pollack concluded, “None of the points
brought to our attention lead us to believe foul play was involved in any way. In fact,
the manner of suicide is supported by the information gathered.”
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Morris’ response: The OCME is an entity that relies on the input of the police
department. They do not do DNA testing, they do not review video tapes, they do not
collect and test evidence at the scene, nor do they investigate the circumstances around
a victim’s death.
Yet the AACPD want to tout the OCME involvement
just like the alleged involvement of the FBI to
debase Morris’ support. The letter they reference
from Dr. Pollack is a shame and an embarrassment
to the OCME. Our evidence shows that it was coauthored with the AACPD, cut and pasted on OCME
letter head, and then signed by Dr. Fowler. The
OCME did not do an independent investigation. An
MPIA responsive document shows planned
collaboration between the two agencies as they
prepared to meet with Rev Steve Tillett of the
NAACP
ALSO IN THIS SAME LETTER
THE OCME REPORT FALSE
DNA FINDINGS TO THE
MORRIS FAMILY WHICH
THE
AACPD
KNEW.
Released MPIA info. shows
that the letter containing
the response to the Morris
family contained false DNA
findings and was reviewed
by the AACPD on at least
two separate occasions
before being released to the Morris family and the public. KATHY’S DNA IS NOT ON THE
GRILL PACKAGING. DNA FROM THE LIGHTER IS FROM TWO DIFFERENT INDIVIDUALS.
YET THEY REPEATEDLY REFERENCE THIS LETTER THAT CONTAINS FALSE DNA FINDINGS
AS VALIDATION AND CONFIRMATION OF AN ERRONEOUS SUICIDE RULING. THE OCME
ONLY SEES THE REPORTS PRESENTED TO THEM BY THE AACPD.
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In addition, the claim that DR. Aronica reexamined
the position of Kathy’s body is questionable. The
OCME office states that they have released all
communications and records. There is not a single
notation of any such review by Dr. Aronica. Yet,
what Chief Altomare is stating is that the Medical
Examiner Dr. Aronica has reviewed the following
photos and on the record finds them consistent
with suicide. Therefore, Katherine Morris after
having allegedly ingested 8 sleeping pills and
falling into a comatose state after inhaling carbon
monoxide from charcoal grills would have fallen
naturally in the position shown. The burns to her
body are post-mortem which means she naturally
moved on top of the grills after she died. Turned
her arm in the awkward position and buried her
own face down into the well of the door. THIS IS
THE POSITION OF THE BODY BEFORE EMERGENCY
PERSONELL ARRIVED UNLESS THERE IS
SOMETHING SOMEONE FORGOT TO TELL US.
It also means that she would have laid on top of her purse that is showing to include a
water bottle that is on the same seat.
14. Chief Altomare states “May 2015: The Anne Arundel County Police Crime Lab prepared
a DNA report after the examination of items recovered from Katherine’s vehicle. DNA
testing results that were sufficient for comparison all matched Katherine’s DNA. “
Morris’ response: False and misleading, and is a clear manipulation in reporting. What
do they mean by “DNA testing results that were sufficient for comparison all matched
Katherine’s DNA.” See the enclosed DNA Forensic Biology Report on pages 17 and 18.
Note: The report shows that there were also DNA hits from at least one other person
that were found at the scene, with no documented attempts to identify it.
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15. Chief Altomare states “June 17: The Baltimore FBI Office contacted the Anne Arundel
County Police after Reverend Morris requested the Department of Justice review the
case. FBI Baltimore met with Anne Arundel County Police Homicide Unit and was briefed
on the investigation. This briefing included each of the subsequent steps listed above
and the exhaustive work put in by the OCME After this meeting, no further questions
were posed by the FBI.”
Morris’ response: REPEATEDLY THE AACPD MISLEAD INDIVIDUALS BY STATING THAT
THE FBI HAD INVESTIGATED THE DEATH OF KATHERINE SARAH MORRIS. When in fact
the FBI office only reviewed the AACPD’s case file with already documented
misinformation, manipulated information, and where key facts that might have
brought into question the erroneous suicide ruling were suppressed.
In addition, research shows that other
than the 2015 meeting with OCME, the
M.E. appeared to have pulled her data
primarily from archived annual OCME
reports and a review of those numbers
showed exaggerated numerical results.
It does not appear there was any
exhaustive work done. I have done at
least three separate MPIA request to
the OCME none of which have yielded
anything that reflects any extra effort or
support to the AACPD allegations. However in one released document there is a
notation that the M.E attempted to get the Maryland State police to examine evidence
and when they refused to do so without following proper protocol, Dr. Aronica had
someone that worked in her office, that happened to know something about phones,
but who “was not classified as an expert in the field” give an opinion.
16. Chief Altomare states “Fall 2017: In an effort to bring closure to Reverend Morris’
concerns, I requested Retired Baltimore City Homicide Detective/Sergeant currently
serving as our cold case analyst again review the investigation and findings. After his
review was completed he concluded the death of Katherine was a suicide.”
Morris response: The FBI office and this “Retired City Homicide Detective/Sergeant”
reviewed only the AACPD’s case file with already documented misinformation,
manipulated information, and where key facts that might have brought into question
the erroneous suicide ruling have been continuously suppressed.
Thank you, Rev. Marguerite R. Morris
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